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Abstract: In view of the depleting non-renewable energy resources, renewable energy resources technologies
are being developed. In wave energy areas, the focus is on the Oscillating Water Column (OWC) concept. The
main objective of this research work was to design and build a system to convert the wave energy from
Malaysian sea areas into useful power. In this study, the designed OWC chamber has been subjected to
various modifications and tests to improve its performance. To simplify assessment of performance, the effect
of modifications to the air pressure generated in the chamber was measured. In addition, a two-stage Savonius-
type air turbine was designed and attached to the OWC chamberfor generating energy. The final system was
tested in a wave tank. The experimental results show clearly that the wave energy can be harnessed into useful
work to drive an air turbine.
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INTRODUCTION ocean surface. This will cause ripples that will grow into

More than 80 percent energy productions come from with virtually no loss of energy. Its potential has been
non-renewable energy resources such as fossil and coal recognized and basically the ocean power density is much
and they are slowly depleted [1]. Application of renewable higher than for wind and solar power [7]. Energy derived
energy resource is one of the solutions to overcome this from ocean waves can be converted into a power form
problem. The renewable energy is usually generated from that can be transmitted and used for local requirements. It
natural resources such as solar, wind, biomass, hydro, is usually converted into electricity, which can be linked
thermal and oceans [2-4]. into an electrical grid system. 

There are various concepts of ocean energy devices Malaysia is situated at an equatorial and surrounded
to generate energy from ocean thermal energy, tidal by  sea  and currently this free power from the ocean is
differences, waves and current flow. According to Omar not given full attention by the Malaysian. Omar et al. [5]
et al. [5], there are two potential concepts can be used in has shown the possibility of harvesting this precious
Malaysian sea areas; waves and tidal current flow. Based energy to be used in Malaysia by utilizing several types
on Malaysia ocean wave data, the average wave height is of wave energy devices which can extract energy from
between 0.5 m to 1.5 m [6], which is quite small, but the waves in Malaysian sea areas. One suitable type of wave
potential is there if special wave energy converters are energy devices that can be used in Malaysia is Oscillating
designed properly. Ocean current in Malaysia can also be Water Column (OWC). 
used to generate energy but the challenge here is to This paper describes research work on a wave energy
design special current devices which can utilize lower converter device based on OWC concept, to suit the
speed current, within shallow water areas. environmental conditions in the Malaysian sea areas.

Wave energy is a concentrated form of solar energy Models have been tested in UTM Marine Technology
which when the sun produces temperature differences Laboratory to investigate the ability of this system to
across the globe will cause winds that blow over the convert energy from waves into useful work.

swells. This type of wave can travel thousands of miles
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The OWC Chamber in UTM: The basic design of the
UTM wave energy device was developed to adapt to the
wave conditions in Malaysia (Fig. 1).

The Japan Marine Science and Technology Center
(JAMSTEC) [8] simulation code was used to design the
most suitable OWC chamber for the Malaysian wave
conditions. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the design
at actual and model scale.

The JAMSTEC basic concept wasmodified further
based on the work by Suroso[9]. Reflectors with different
slopes (20°, 45° and 60°) were attached to the chamber
and experiments were conducted to determine the
performance of the collector chamber, Fig. 2. 

The experiments, conducted in the UTM Marine
Technology Laboratory measured the pressure produced
by the OWC chamber through its operation by the means
of U-tube, as shown in Fig. 3. The input was 0.2, 0.25 and
0.3 m wave heights and for each wave height several wave
periods were tested. The results of the different
experiments (Fig. 4) showed that the best angle of
reflector is 45°. Fig. 5 and 6 shows the results at different
wave heights for reflector angle 45 It shows that theo.

chamber works best when the wave periods are in the
region of 2-3 seconds at model scale, around 5 to 6
seconds full scale. These wave periods are those typically
found in Malaysian Sea. 

To improve the results further, two new parameters
were applied in the design improvement, i.e. a curve board
in entrance and a curve shape reflector (Fig. 6), following
the method of Karami et al. [10].

Experiments were conducted on the previous
modelsto assess the effects of the different improvements
on the produced pressure by these models in comparison
with the original OWC chamber with a 45° slope reflector.
The experimental results of the four models A, B, D and C
are presented in Fig. 7. 

Results shown in Fig. 7indicates that the addition of
curve board in entrance affects on the produced pressure
by OWC and the chamber of a curve entrance R = 0.371 m
and 45° reflector slope (Model B) is the best combination
that produces more pressure for the oscillating water
column. A comparison with original model without curve
entrance is shown in Fig. 8, which indicates a marked
improvement of nearly 30% at wave period of 2.3s. 

Air turbine Design and Diffuser Design: Three different
types of turbines are normally used with the OWC
chambers; Wells Turbine, Impulse turbine and Savonius
turbine. In term  of  complexity,  Savonius  turbine  is  the

Table 1: Dimension between actual and model with scale 1:5
Parameter Actual Model
Water depth 5 1
Design Wave Period (s) 5 2.24

Wave height (m) 1.5 0.3
Principal Dimension Length (m) 4 0.8

Breadth (m) 4 0.8
Draught (m) 5 1
Opening-mouth height (m) 3.5 0.7
Curtain wall height (m) 1.5 0.3

Air Chamber Length (m) 4 0.8
Breadth (m) 4 0.8

Fig. 1: OWCModelconstructed in UTM 

Fig. 2: Schematic drawing of the different positions of
OWC chamber deflector

Fig. 3: Measuring instrument attached to collector
chamber
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Fig. 4: Comparison of OWC chamber pressure at each Fig. 8: Comparison between the pressure of OWC
wave height  (reflector slope of 20°) chamber model without curve entrance and 45°

Fig. 5: Comparison of OWC chamber pressure at each
wave height (reflector slope of 45°)

Fig. 6: Improved OWC chamber

Fig. 7: Comparison between the results of the four
models A, B, C and D Fig. 10: Dimensions of extended compartment of turbine

deflector and Model B

Fig. 9:  Parameters of the Savonius turbine
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Fig. 11(a): Dimensions of OWC device model with the Aspect Ratio,_ _=_ _/_D
designed Savonius turbine

Fig. 11(b):Dimensions of air turbine compartment of OWC has been designed. The design has

Fig. 12: OWC wave energy conversion device during prototype to suit the dimensions of the Marine
testing in UTM Towing Tank Technology Laboratory Towing Tank which has the

Fig.13:  Effect of Regular Wave Periods the actual wave periods in the Malaysian sea.

simplest turbine that can be made in comparison with the
other two turbines. Furthermore, Savonius turbine is
expected to excel in term of maintenance and cost. Finally,
to increase the performance of Savonius turbine an
installation of guide vane was developed [11]. 

The design of Savonius turbine has some restrictions
due to the dimension of the OWC chamber. To obtain a
design able to extract the energy from waves, the
following three main parameters are considered (Fig. 9): 

Overlap Ratio, _=_e / a 
Double stack turbine

Based on Omar, et al [12], is a very important factor
for Savonius turbine performance and the best value is
0.21, which has been used in this research work. In
addition, conventional Savonius turbine attains the best
power coefficient at _ of around 4 [13] and this value is
used in this research work.

Based on the Savonius turbine, extended

included guide vanes to improve the performance of the
turbine. The radius of guide vane was obtained by adding
1 cm to the value of turbine radius. The dimensions of the
compartment can be seen from Fig. 10.

After   studying    all    the    considerations   that
were related to OWC device, the final design was
obtained  by  the  combination  of  OWC  chamber  with
45° slope reflector with the designed Savonius turbine.
The designed turbine is a two stage turbine with radius of
each blade is 5.5 cm and total radius of the blade is
approximately 20 cm. the height of the turbine is equal to
the breadth of the chamber which is 80cm.The final
dimensions of OWC device model (Fig. 11) for tank
testing have been taken to be 1:5 from the full scale

dimensions of 120m x 4m x 2.5 m.

Test Results: he tests were carried out to measure the
value of RPM produced by turbine through wave energy
conversion process (Fig. 12). The test was conducted at
four  wave periods in one wave heights which is 0.3 m.
The results of the test are as shown in Figure 13.

The results in the Figure 13indicate that the RPM is
sensitive to wave periods, similar the measurement of
pressure shown earlier. Again the best results are
obtained at between 2 to 3 seconds, which correspond to
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